3/28/14 - Peachtree City, GA
A field trip to the Eaton’s Cooper Lighting company for a group of Engineering Technology students and two ECET faculty members. Our gracious host, the SOURCE team, educated us on lighting basics, applications, and LED innovations. We toured the manufacturing and innovation centers. The product engineering group presented the process of developing and manufacturing lighting products - good stuff! Met two SPSU alumni. Overall, a great experience.

Cooper Lighting by Eaton

Agenda:

1:00 pm
Welcome to the SOURCE
Light, Sight & Color
LM80 & Absolute Photometry
(Corporate Technology Products Room)

2:00 pm
The Technology behind the Light Bars & Light Squares (Exterior Products Room)

2:30 pm
Break (Cyber Café)

2:45 pm
LED Innovation Tour
Jim McCarthy

3:30 pm
LED’s & Drivers
Tony Carter

4:00 pm
Wave-Stream and Controlling LEDs (Commercial Rooms & Controls Room)
Mario Romero

4:30 pm
Concluding Comments & Departure

“...absolutely loved it”
“I now have an idea of the real world work environment”
“It made me start thinking about doing Lighting as a career choice ...”